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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Early Modernists,
Welcome to the sixteenth edition of our Bulletin. Next month will see the start of
another academic year and the beginning of a new programme of Society lectures.
The committee has worked hard to secure some top-class speakers and most lecturers
have been booked. Unfortunately, our speaker for October, Dr John Ashdown-Hill has
had to cancel his lecture as he is taking up a new academic post in Turkey. Whilst we
are disappointed that we will not be hearing Dr Ashdown-Hill we have managed to
find a top class alternative speaker in Dr Marcus Dahl, who will be speaking to us on
‘Shakespeare, Middleton and Macbeth, A Re-Analysis’.
We have also organized a number of other events over the past year and we will
continue to do this. Please don’t forget that the committee is always happy to hear
suggestions from members, be they connected to a speaker that you would like us to
book, or another type of event such as a trip to the theatre or a gallery etc. Suggestions
can be e-mailed to our secretary Anne Byrne at anne.m.byrne@gmail.com
I believe that we have an exciting programme of lectures and I look forward to seeing
you at our first event in October.
With best wishes,
Stephen Brogan
President, Birkbeck Early Modern Society
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/hca/current/societies/#earlymodern
http://www.emintelligencer.org.uk/
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THE BULLETIN: EDITOR’S WELCOME
Welcome to Issue Sixteen of the Birkbeck Early Modern Society Bulletin. This edition
continues with the usual mix of a wide and lively range of articles, reviews and
forthcoming events, including a fascinating account of guiding at a Georgian house in
Edinburgh.

Thank you for all your kind comments regarding the new layout of the Bulletin, most
people seem to believe that this has improved its appearance. I am always seeking to
improve the publication and the presentation of the Bulletin is part of this.

A new government is now established in this country and it is extremely scornful of
the previous one. The anniversary of Bosworth has just passed and it is interesting to
compare what is happening now with the way that the Tudors blackened the name of
the previous Plantagenet ruler. Perhaps not much changes over the ages?

I trust that the Bulletin continues to entertain and inform you and that you enjoy this
issue, and I look forward to seeing you at one of our events in the near future. The
next issue will be out in the Winter of 2010.
John Croxon
Editor
johnmcroxon@googlemail.com
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RECENT EVENTS
Despotism, Public Opinion and the Crisis of the Absolute Monarchy
Professor Julian Swann

Professor Julian Swann gave a scintillating lecture to the Society on ‘Despotism,
Public Opinion and the Crisis of the Absolute Monarchy’. A full report will follow.
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The Birkbeck Early Modern Society
AGM and ‘Restorations’ Conference

The Birkbeck Early Modern Society Annual Student Conference was held on
Saturday, 3rd July 2010 with the theme ‘Restorations’. Four people gave papers
which were all well received. The four abstracts are included here.

‘Piero della Francesca’s Madonna del Parto (the expectant Virgin Mary): A
History of Decline and Restoration’ - Frank Ferrie
My thesis looks at the reasons for the decline of the image of the Madonna del Parto
in fifteenth-century Tuscany.
The image of a naturalistically pregnant Virgin Mary, standing or indeed sitting alone,
first appeared and became popular in the early fourteenth century and there are around
twenty surviving examples. This iconography was more common in Spain and
southern Germany where the Christ-child is often shown visible within the Virgin’s
womb. It is widely believed that many of these images were destroyed after the
counter-reforming Council of Trent (1545-63), a claim that I dispute with regard to
the naturalistic Tuscan type. Piero’s fresco was possibly the last to be produced in
Tuscany and is one of only two or three known examples from the area commissioned
in the fifteenth century. The fresco became doctrinally ambiguous in the sixteenth
century and was all but forgotten by the seventeenth. It was almost destroyed by an
earthquake in the eighteenth century, was restored, detached, and the ‘rediscovered’ a
century later. The mural was restored again in 1910 and finally in 1992. The
appropriateness of its present location in a museum has been the subject of much
debate. This paper discusses the ways in which successive restorations of the image
have both clarified and obscured its original function. It charts a history of changing
locations and meaning, raising questions about the value of retaining sacred objects in
their original environment, and asks whether we can group Piero’s Madonna
alongside the other surviving examples.
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‘The Idea of Restoration in Demonological Thought: Deacon and Walker and the
Doctrine of the Cessation of Miracles’ - Harman Bhogal
At the end of the seventeenth century, Puritan exorcist John Darrel was convicted of
fraud after dispossessing an individual called William Sommers. The authorities’
reaction is often read as part of the anti-Puritan campaign instigated by Whitgift and
Bancroft. However, the position of fellow puritans, notably John Deacon and John
Walker, who also opposed the possibility of contemporary dispossession has not been
fully explored. Their book, Dialogicall discourses of spirits and devils, laid out the
reasons against contemporary possession and dispossession based upon natural,
medical and theological grounds.

My paper will look at the reasons Deacon and Walker opposed dispossession based
upon the existing Doctrine of the Cessation of Miracles. The cessationist doctrine was
borne out of anti-Catholicism and it contained the notion that Protestantism was
actually a return to true doctrine after the heresies and superstitions of the Roman
Catholic church had corrupted the original church. Through the application of the
cessationist doctrine, Deacon and Walker also saw their position as restoring a correct
approach to demonic possession by addressing and dismissing misconceptions that
had emerged from the recent alleged demonic activities.

In this was, I will

demonstrate how the notion of restoration led credibility to Deacon and Walker’s
sceptical arguments against the occurrence of this supernatural phenomenon.
Cambridge Platonist Networks In Restoration London - Marilyn Lewis
Students taught at Christ’s College, Cambridge, during the years when the Cambridge
Platonists Henry More and Ralph Cudworth were, respectively, a fellow and master
(1641-1688), formed a network of liberal preachers in Restoration London, who kept
in touch and supported each other, especially during the period from the Exclusion
Crisis to the Glorious Revolution. Focal points were Walter Kettilby’s bookshop, the
Bishop’s Head in St Paul’s Churchyard; St Lawrence Jewry; St Vedast, Foster Lane;
St Edmund the King, Lombard Street; and Sion College on London Wall. John
Sharp, later to become archbishop of York, was the central figure in this network. As
Friday lecturer at St Lawrence Jewry, he was closely associated with the Cambridge
Platonist Benjamin Whichcote and the future Latitudinarian archbishop of
7

Canterbury, John Tillotson.

Sharp was the dedicatee of books by two minor

Cambridge Platonists, Henry Maurice and Henry Hallywell; both books were
published by Kettilby, Henry More’s London bookseller and publisher, at whose shop
Hallywell had his London postal address. This paper will explore the personal and
literary relationships between Sharp, Maurice and Hallywell, as well as Marmaduke
Hopkins, rector of St Vedast, Foster Lane, and Thomas Lynford, rector of St Edmund
the King, Lombard Street (both early C18th presidents of Sion College). It will assess
their reactions to the accessions of James II and William and Mary and help us to
begin to answer the question: how did students of the Cambridge Platonists respond
to the political events at the end of the Restoration period?

Christopher Wase and the Promise of Restoration in Royalist Translation
1649-60 - Liam Haydon
After the execution of Charles I (and subsequent exile of many who had fought in his
cause), the defeated Royalists returned to the practice of translation which had been
set aside during the 1640s. This paper will argue that royalists (re)turned to translation
because it allowed them to reconfigure a traumatic defeat as a necessary part of a
cycle of rebirth and renewal. It will examine the types of texts that the royalists chose
to translate, and the paratextual material attached to those texts, in order to
demonstrate that the royalist translation project was primarily concerned with
appropriating a classical precedent to their cyclical conceptualisation of history in
which apparent defeat would ultimately become victory.

The paper will primarily focus on a very early example, Christopher Wase’s underconsidered translation of Sophocles’s Electra (Apr. 1649). It will suggest that royalist
translation sought to figure classical authors as new sites of linguistic authority to
replace the dead King as the unifying force of a literary and linguistic system that is
able to fix meaning within discourse. Using other translations of the period (such as
John Denham’s translation of book II of the Aeneid [1656]), it will demonstrate how
this authority was then re-appropriated to the royalist cause to explore and explain the
traumatic context of the post-regicide production of these translations, suggesting a
prophetic parallel between classical texts and the interregnum that simultaneously
provides political cover in the present alongside a coded message of the inevitability
of future restoration.
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VISITS
Baddesley Clinton
Warwickshire

The north-east corner of the house
Baddesley Clinton is a manor house in the Warwickshire countryside that was home
to the Ferrers family for some twelve generations and over four hundred years. The
family were steadfast in their adherence to the Catholic faith despite periods of antiCatholicism in England.

The name Baddesley originates from a Saxon called Baeddi who cleared the site in
the Forest of Arden. The house became Baddesley Clinton when the de Clinton family
dug the moat in the thirteenth century. Baddesley was acquired in 1438 by John
Brome, a wealthy lawyer from Warwick. When Brome’s son Nicholas died in 1517,
the house passed into the ownership of the Ferrers family, as Nicholas’s daughter had
married Sir Edward Ferrers. Much of the house as it stands today was built by Edward
Ferrers. His great-grandson, Henry Ferrers, remodelled the house and built much of
the Garden Range including the Great Hall. The house was let in the politically
unstable 1590’s and it became a hiding place for Jesuit priests. In the seventeenth
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century his son Edward constructed the Great Parlour and Edward’s grandson, also
called Edward, modernised the house creating the forecourt and erecting new farm
buildings.

The Ferrers were often short of money and only a couple of generations of the family
had large sums to spend on the house and by the end of the seventeenth century the
estate was in decline. It was not until the second half of the nineteenth century that
Baddesley’s fortunes improved again when Marmion Ferrers took up residence.
Marmion Ferrers married Rebecca Dulcibella Orpen in 1867, and two years later
Rebecca’s aunt, Lady Georgiana Chatterton, and her second husband, Edward
Heneage Dering, also came to live at the house. The four friends, known as the
Quartet, devoted themselves to arts and religion and decorated the house with stained
glass and heraldic symbols. Dering was able to pay off some of the debt and restore
the house and in 1885, after the deaths of Marmion and Georgiana, he married
Rebecca. Dering died in 1882 and Rebecca lived on at Baddesley until 1923.

The house continued in the ownership of a branch of the Ferrers family but it proved
costly to run and it was eventually bought by the government and given to the
National Trust and opened to visitors in 1982.

The south-west corner of the house
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I arrived at Baddesley during a fierce downpour and firmly cluching my umbrella I
raced across the car park, neatly swerving around the elderly chap selling raffle tickets
and made my way to the ticket office. Baddesley is entered through eighteenth-andnineteenth-century farm buildings; the shop was a Victorian outbuilding and the
restaurant was a built in 1721-1722 and used for storing grain. Leaving the ticket
office/shop I passed through the stableyard and made my way to the gatehouse across
the moat via an early-eighteenth-century brick bridge. An introductory talk was just
about to start and I joined a small group of people sheltering under the opening of the
gatehouse to listen.

The short talk took longer than it probably usually does on account of the guide
continually stopping as people passed by through the narrow opening. It was an
informative talk and on a dry day when a group could stand outside it would be
worthwhile to attend. The constant interruption meant that I was quite glad when it
ended and I was able to proceed on my own.

Passing through the Courtyard, with its yews, lawns and brick paths, created in 1889
by Edward Dering, which has changed little since, one enters the Entrance Hall. This
room has two stained glass windows commemorating two sixteenth-century marriages
and a Charles I oak chair and a Regency rosewood bracket clock.

The Rear Hall was the domain of the servants and the old bell-board can be seen
above the window. The bell rope, used for calling the household to chapel, is behind
the door and the window dates from 1777.

The medieval Kitchen was probably placed apart from the house as a precaution
against fire and remained as a kitchen into the nineteenth century. In one corner of
this room is a glass panel in the floor that reveals the medieval sewer that ran the
whole length of the west range. The sewer fell into disuse and in Elizabethan times it
became the main priest hole with the only access being down the garderobe shaft from
the first floor. At least three hiding places were created at Baddesley Clinton and
several Jesuits made the house their base for missionary work, including father Henry
Garnet, the Jesuit Superior.
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The Great Hall

The Great Hall is a delightful room and was constructed in the 1570’s by Henry
Ferrers who installed the oak panelling. The stone chimneypiece was originally
elsewhere in the house and was moved to the Great Hall in 1752. The stained glass
windows are mainly late-sixteenth century and furniture includes four Charles I oak
joint stools, a William and Mary beech armchair, and a Charles II oak court cupboard.
The walls are adorned with a large number of paintings including one of Walter
Devereaux, Ist earl of Essex and 4th Baron Ferrers and three paintings of Baddesley
Clinton.

The Dining Room is adjacent to the gatehouse and earlier may have been used as a
porters lodge. The dark panelling is sixteenth century as is the stained glass windows
displaying the Ferrers family arms. The room contains a number of late-seventeenthcentury items of furniture.
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The Drawing Room was added in about 1790 when Edward Ferrers replaced an
existing structure. It is fitted with earlier glass and panelling and the seventeenthcentury chimneypiece was moved from elsewhere in the house. The room is furnished
in the late-Victorian style and the portraits are of members of the Quartet or of their
relatives.

Access to the first floor is via an eighteenth-century staircase, which features a
breastplate, helmet and leather coat, all dating from the Civil War. The window was
enlarged in 1940.

The first room one enters in this part of the house is Henry Ferrers’s Bedroom which
contains an elaborate wooden chimneypiece dating from 1629 and contemporary oak
panelling. The furniture is late-seventeenth century.

The Blue Bedroom contains a half-tester oak bed and a pair of late-seventeenthcentury Flemish walnut chairs.

The Sacristy has a fifteenth-century ceiling which would have been part of John
Brome’s family wing. This is where the escape route for the Jesuits into the sewer
system is located. The three small windows may have been installed as a distraction,
the searchers may have had their eyes drawn to them rather than look down at the
disguised trap door.

Next to the Sacristy is the Chapel which was probably the great chamber of the Brome
home. It was used by the Jesuit priests as a bedroom and as a place of worship and has
an extremely sturdy door and robust lock. The Chapel in its present form was laid out
in 1940 by Thomas Ferrers and the decor is very bright and is dominated by the altar.
The room contains a number religious works of art by Rebecca Ferrers.
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The Chapel

The Lower Landing contains a number of pictures including two by Rebecca Ferrers
and a George I walnut bureau. From here, a short flight of stairs leads to the Upper
Landing and marks the end of the original medieval house.

The Front Bedroom contains an attractive classical style overmantel with a stone
motif of reeded pilasters. In the roof-space above the right of the fireplace is another
Elizabethan hiding place that is lined with plaster and is high enough to allow a
person to stand upright.

The Great Parlour was created in the seventeenth century by Edward Ferrers. It has an
attractive, large mullioned and transomed window over the gateway and a barrel
ceiling. There is yet another hiding place located here, to the right of the fireplace. A
Flemish tapestry of the 1580’s hangs on one of the walls, depicting the visit of
Elizabeth I to Kenilworth Castle. Of the furniture the most interesting are the four
Cromwellian chairs dating from 1650.

From here one proceeds into the Library. This is believed to have been the place
where Nicholas Brome murdered a priest after discovering him with his wife, and a
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rather pathetic blood stain (sic) is visible on the floor in front of the fireplace. The
room may be Tudor but it is also possible that it was not built until a century later; a
fact alluded to by the very entertaining guide who was doing his stint in this room. I
must make a point here that I am often amazed that so few people ask questions of the
numerous guides when walking around these properties. I always try to ask questions
as I walk around and have always found the guides to be most willing to impart
information. The room has a seventeenth-century chimneypiece and the bookshelves
contain a large collection of books. There is also a ship’s figurehead in the form of an
eagle that has been made into a clergyman’s lectern and would benefit from returning
it to its original form.

Going down the stairs one enters a small room with a window overlooking the moat
and which once contained Lady Chatterton’s coffin. Apparently, she had it made after
she contacted an incurable illness and wanted it where she could see it. Despite later
becoming an extension to the Library, the room is perhaps inevitably, now known as
the Coffin Room.

A few steps takes one down to the Moat Room. The medieval window is blocked by a
seventeenth-century chimneypiece. The room now houses a rather simple exhibition
about the persecution of Catholics in the Tudor and Stuart periods. Another hiding
place can be viewed through the panelling above the left-hand side of the fireplace.

As this was the end of the tour of the house I was pleased to see that the rain had
abated enough for me to have a quick look around the gardens. However, half way
around it started to pour with rain again so my investigations were somewhat hurried
but the grounds contain a lake, a vegetable garden, a wild flower meadow, a nut grove
and a walled garden.

After a look around the gift shop I made a quick dash to the car in my best Steve
Ovett style. Baddesley Clinton is not the most interesting property that I have been to
but it does have sufficient appeal to make it worth visiting if one is in the area.

John Croxon
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Archaeology at Edinburgh Old College, or, History on the Doorstep
The Old College Quad at the University of Edinburgh is being excavated. This is the first
part of a plan to complete the quad’s originally planned landscape design which will
transform the former car park into a pleasant grassy space.

The Old College Quad, looking east, August 2010 (Photo: Karen Baston)

Edinburgh’s Old College, as well as replacing the pre-1789 college and university library,
stands on the site of the Lord Provost’s House and the Collegiate Church of St. Mary in
the Fields which was known as Kirk o’Fields. This was the site of one of Edinburgh’s
most notorious murders in 1567 when Lord Darnley and his servant were mysteriously
killed after an explosion at the Lord Provost’s house. Darnley had taken up residence
there while recovering from an illness (reported as smallpox but probably syphilis).
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Darnley was Mary Queen of Scots’ second husband. They had had a whirlwind romance
in 1565 when the queen was quite taken with Darnley’s good looks and
accomplishments. They were married in July 1565 and ‘King Henry’ was proclaimed at
Edinburgh’s Mercat Cross. The romance did not last. The royal couple quarrelled
frequently and Darnley’s repeated changes of faith rankled with this devout Catholic
wife. Darnley was more interested in having fun than in helping to manage the country.
Mary also refused to grant Darnley the crown matrimonial which would change the royal
dynasty from her to him. As the couple became increasingly estranged, Mary’s courtier
the Italian musician David Riccio became a focus of hatred for Darnley and his allies.
Darnley was implicated in Riccio’s murder at Holyrood Palace on 9 March 1566 but kept
close to Mary having finally realised that his own safety depended on her. Their son
James was born on 19 June. Mary and her advisors determined to solve the ‘Darnley
problem’ and were relieved when he took himself off to Glasgow to spend time with his
father.
Mary’s attitude seems to have softened when Darnley fell ill and she sent her personal
physician to look after him. He was moved to Kirk o’Fields in Edinburgh to recover his
health. (His son the prince was at Holyrood Palace so that was not an option in case of
contagion.) What happened next can be seen below:
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The Murder Scene and Other Events, 9-10 February 1567
In this sketch made for William Cecil, the remains of Darnley and his servant are top right.
They were probably strangled since their bodies were unmarked by violence. Items of their
clothing were found nearby – were they trying to escape following the explosion at the Lord
Provost’s House? The completely destroyed house is shown on the left. Darnley’s one-yearold son, the future James VI/I, prays for revenge from his cot in the top right corner. At the
bottom Darnley is buried at Holyrood Palace. This sketch shows the buildings and fields
which were replaced by the ‘Tounis College’ – aka the University of Edinburgh - from 1583.

Who killed Lord Darnley? Was it his wife or his Douglas kinsmen? The case is one of the
great unsolved murders in history. At any rate no one (except perhaps for his infant son
who grew up with a fear of gunpowder plots) seems to have missed Darnley all that
much.
Not long after these explosive events, the Kirk o’Fields site was redeveloped as the
University of Edinburgh from 1583. The kirkyard was built over to provide student
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accommodation, office space, and a library. The rather ramshackle collection of buildings
that evolved was already in various states of decay by the late-seventeenth century but it
was not until 1789 that the foundation stone was laid for a new complex designed by
Robert Adam. Adam’s original design had included a bookshop, a coffee house, a
concert hall, and a grand hall for graduations but by the time his plans were approved the
scheme was much more modest. Adam did not live long enough to supervise his elegant
building and the project was taken over by William Playfair. Playfair designed the Greek
Revival interiors which survive in the south section of the quad and which are still used
for special events at the university (I can report that the teaching rooms on the north side
of the quad are very modest in comparison!).
In 2009, the University of Edinburgh received a donation of funds to complete the
original design of the Old College Quad. This was meant to be a paved and grassy space
rather than the gravel park park that it became. The original plan never happened after
money ran out but the university has long wanted to improve the space.

The Old College Quad, looking south-west, August 2010 (Photo: Karen Baston)
There may be bodies from the old kirkyard buried in the quad. Hence the screened off area.
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The project has also allowed for an archaeological investigation of the site. The old
medieval kirk, the renaissance house, and the early modern university are all potentially to
be found beneath the quad. Work began on the project in July 2010 and should be
completed by March 2011. Addyman Archaeology is doing the digging and Simpson and
Brown Architects will complete the quad as Adam and Playfair would have wanted it to
be.
Sources
Elaine Finnie Greig, ‘Stewart, Henry, duke of Albany [Lord Darnley] (1545/6–1567)’,
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, Sept 2004; online edn, Jan
2008 [http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/26473, accessed 20 Sept 2010].
Roderick Graham, Arbiter of elegance: a biography of Robert Adam (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2009).
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/estates-buildings/about/currentprojects/old-college-resurfacing
http://www.simpsonandbrown.co.uk/
KAREN BASTON
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ARTS REPORT

THEATRE
Henry VIII
The Globe Theatre
London

Dominic Rowan as Henry VIII
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The Globe may have decided to perform this play now because of the novel ‘Wolf
Hall’, the popularity of which all but guarantees an interested public.

By most modern standards Henry VIII is a profoundly unsatisfactory play, which the
Globe company made plausible. There are disconcerting shifts of tone and a gradual
unravelling of dramatic tension and suspense, the opposite of the pattern for a
compelling drama. The play, one of the last attributed to Shakespeare, is probably not
entirely by him, being a collaboration between him and John Fletcher. Perhaps the
master playwright merely “tidied it up”. There are the usual Shakespearean
alternations between comic lowlife language and the elevated speech of the highest
elite. However the text makes clear that the two characters who in the performance
spoke the Shakespearean equivalent of Estuary English were gentlemen. More
alarmingly there are among the virtual soliloquies (with someone else almost
invariably on stage) and other speeches some that seem entirely plausible and others
that are merely conventional. The key to a successful production must be the creation
of a trend or rationale for a play that could otherwise be a series of chaotic twistings
and turnings. I would argue that this rationale is actually in the text but so
comprehensively does the work offend against modern conventions that many in an
audience to a production less good than this might merely see an apparent muddle in
the midst of disappointed dramatic expectations

The structure is created around a succession of three great actual or prospective
downfalls in addition to that of Katherine of Aragon, brilliantly played by Kate
Dichêne. The character’s faults are age and failure to produce a surviving male heir,
hardly a tragic flaw. We feel pity for her and admire her resilience and defiance,
however she is an unfortunate noble, not a tragic, figure. But for the market appeal of
a royal title to add the bankable successes of those written earlier, this play might
better have gone under the title of “Wolsey”. This is a problem in at least one other
Shakespeare play: ‘Julius Caesar’ is far more about Brutus than the famous dictator
who is dispatched relatively early in that play. “Brutus” was not a viable title as the
authorities were not in favour of assassins or the implication that victims of this crime
were tyrants. A rare important work of art called “Brutus” was Michelangelo’s
studiolo scale bust of an idealized head inspired by the assassination of Duke
Alessandro, one of the least satisfactory of the Medici. In “Henry VIII” Wolsey makes
22

his exit well into the second half but still somewhat early to be a real flawed hero. As
the next to the last Catholic cardinal to exercise political power in England he was
hardly more suitable to be the character named in the title than Brutus. It is interesting
that a later, real Duke of Buckingham shortly before his own assassination left a
performance after the on-stage appearance of an earlier holder of the title on his way
to execution. Had he stayed to watch Wolsey’s downfall the historical parallels might
really have started to add up for the rest of the audience. The play was composed
before the culmination of Buckingham’s rise but it is worth noting the James I’s two
older children were called Henry and Elizabeth, good Tudor names. The founder of
the new dynasty clearly wanted to identify with the previous royal family. Other
Henry VIII plays had been written and performed before this one.

The play appears first in the records as “All is True”, the title itself a significant
pointer to the content of a work that deals with recent, contentious political history.
Hindsight, as they say is a wonderful thing, and the prophetic utterances attributed by
the playwright/s to Archbishop Cranmer speaking more than seventy years earlier are
made credible by the facts of history in the intervening years. Some of the other
“facts” might be more contentious and a few can be shown to have been altered. In the
play Thomas More is inaccurately present at Anne Boleyn’s coronation and More’s
and Cromwell’s importance is downplayed considerably by the standards of later
history and historical writing. One need only mention “A Man for All Seasons” and
“Wolf Hall”.

The first and the most upsetting downfall is that of the Duke of Buckingham played
by Anthony Howell. His alarming impulsiveness, restrained briefly, when it is already
too late, by his fellow duke, Norfolk (Peter Hamilton Dyer), is added to enmity
between him and the all-powerful minister, the cause of his end. On his way to the
block he forgives almost all in a speech of raw emotion. By contrast Wolsey’s own
fall, the second of the three, seems the consequence of stock political crimes and is
thoroughly predictable, in a sense deserved. There is more preparation for the
inevitable moment of his realization that the game is up, with the comic account of
how the really damning document reached Henry apparently inadvertently sent by
Wolsey himself in a bundle of papers. Perhaps the political game is so predictable that
the exact details do not matter that much – it was bound to pan out more or less this
23

way regardless. To this playgoer the disgraced cardinal’s speeches on his doom were
conventional moralizing, perhaps appropriate for a priest who must have preached
sermons compatible with society’s hypocrisies. Ian McNeice as Wolsey made it seem
as plausible as possible.

The third downfall and the last was not completed, merely threatened. The
calculating, manipulative king even assured the intended victim, Cranmer, that he
would survive the ambush in the council planned by his enemies by giving him a ring
as a token of royal favour. A rather forced reconciliation spares even Cranmer’s
enemies the consequences of the political smash-up so that the politics of total
personal destruction ebb away (on stage only) as the play moves from drama to
something close to a masque. No mention is made of More’s execution or the near
execution, only averted by Henry’s death of Norfolk. (The muddled chronology of the
play places both More’s fall and death and Norfolk’s brush with mortality by
implication after the end of the action.) As the drama nears its end the poor old queen
has been removed and the physical torments and desperation of her final scene are
safely enacted in her rural exile where there is only a limited on-stage audience.

One reason why the play may lack the bite of the earlier histories is that, in various
ways, it touches on Tudor legitimacy and deals with relatively recent events. As the
play progressively detaches the narrative from political skulduggery a whole series of
late-Tudor calamities are glossed over in the extended scene of Elizabeth’s baptism.
Henry, after hearing the prophecy from Cranmer, seems content to contemplate the
extinction of his direct line and its replacement by that of a distant relative (James I).
This is sheer Jacobean propaganda, stretched to the edge of plausibility, in which a
claim is made of continuity over three generations of rulers, Henry, Elizabeth and
James who reigned for long periods (in James’s case this was merely a possibility
when the play appeared) while the short messy interludes of Edward VI and the
Seymours and Mary I and her Hapsburg relatives are airbrushed away. The need not
to offend the regime goes some way to explaining the problems in the play.

The conventional view has been that after the four great tragedies, the valedictory
“Tempest” Shakespeare and the whole of Jacobean drama entered into a decline
usually archetypally associated with the “Duchess of Malfi”. At the same time the
24

court masque rose to a peak of perfection, by its standards, in words by Ben Jonson
and sets by Inigo Jones. For us the problem is that even as the ethos of the sixties
(1960s that is) becomes ever more diluted we are still not ready to enthuse about
literary celebrations of regimes. The playwrights had a problem in their own context.
Henry clearly was dominated by Wolsey, but in a monarchy suggestions that the ruler
might be controlled by an over mighty advisor are unwelcome. Thomas Cromwell’s
part is quite minor, while Henry, a stealthy figure, emerges by degrees as the
orchestrator of events. He first appears as one of a set of disguised gallants (not
“habited like shepherds” as in the text) at a party organized by Wolsey, where for the
first time he notices Anne Boleyn. Anne, clearly another problem figure, is not
developed as a character and her fate left unmentioned. Henry next intervenes in the
plot to unseat Wolsey by obliging him to read the accidentally supplied documentary
proof of his misdeeds. Finally he gives his entire council the rope to hang themselves,
pardons them and in the process gives Cranmer some nasty moments. These episodes
are instances of statecraft that Machiavelli and Castiglione might well have approved,
though they might have some misgivings about a prince who leads from behind for
much of the time. The shepherd disguise might well have been appropriate for the
king’s stealthy way of proceeding.

The character of Henry, so much more controlled and calculating, than the usual
image of the “real” king, is not without interest. He operates behind the scenes
asserting himself when he has to and this to some extent justified a seemingly
understated characterization by Dominic Rowan. It might be thought he had a fear of
confrontation, leaving events to take their course while apparently never entirely
taking his eye of the (real tennis) ball. (One of the better bits of stage business was a
tennis match during dialogue). Is this really how a sixteenth-century king should
conduct himself? The circumstances of Elizabeth as a woman, and James as a
foreigner suddenly placed at the head of a state of which he had no first-hand
experience, meant that increasingly few people of Shakespeare’s later years had
direct experience of the sort of secure activist kingship of Francis I, Charles V, Philip
II or for that matter the actual Henry. The only real moment of an apparent change of
heart is Henry’s outburst at the end of the session of the cardinals’ court, which
looked into the validity of his marriage. This is a crucial moment in history, from
which almost all claims to legitimacy flowed and perhaps could not bear searching
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analytical treatment. The indignities heaped on stage on the sick old Katherine, much
less dignified than Katherine still precariously at court, was perhaps part of a
necessary ritual humiliation of a character who was also a symbol of the old order that
had to go. Her dream as represented in a dumb show departed from the text
introducing the dead Wolsey and Buckingham instead of “six personages clad in
white robes” (IV, ii). This alteration made clearer the theme of a sequence of
downfalls and is the director’s counterpart to Cranmer’s prophesy after the downfall
that is averted.

No one could pretend that this is one of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. It has its
moments as in the observation that the crowds throwing up their hats, cloaks and
doublets at Anne Boleyn’s coronation would have thrown up their faces too had they
been loose. The “wanton boys” used in “King Lear” (“As flies to wanton boys are we
to the gods;/ They kill us for their sport”, IV, i) are re-used in a bathetic/comic
language by the falling Cardinal, “I have ventured/ Like little wanton boys that swim
on bladders,/ This many summers in a sea of glory,/ But far beyond my depth.” III, ii).
The at times masterful characterization, the serious political questions posed by
Henry’s conduct and stray good phrases cannot in the end redeem this work in which
real drama has to be progressively smoothed away, so it can be dovetailed into the
masque conventions that gradually take over. However, serious historians and critics
have to bear in mind that the conventions of our day or Shakespeare’s early career are
not necessarily those of the middle years of James’s reign. Shakespeare’s participation
in the writing of this play raises yet again, in a particularly acute form, two questions
about him. Would he have even recognized the conventions that from the lateeighteenth century made him the Great Tragedian? And was he the semi-divine writer
with unique and sympathetic insight into every human condition or, as Graham
Greene would have it, at heart an establishment toady? The fact that we can’t pin him
down may be part of the the fascination he still exerts over us.

Timothy Alves
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Anne Boleyn
The Globe Theatre
London

Miranda Raison in Anne Boleyn by Howard Brenton

It is always interesting when a modern playwright produces a new play about a
historical character and when it is staged at the historically accurate Globe Theatre
then it is an event that one should not miss. Unfortunately, the play presented to us
proved a bit of a disappointment. Not that it was bad, it wasn’t, but it was just not as
good as it could have been.

The play contains two different eras, the mid-sixteenth-century court of Henry VIII
and the early-seventeeth-century court of James I and time-shifts between the two,
with both eras eventually coming together in a meeting between Anne Boylen and
James.
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Modern historians may argue over Brenton’s interpretation of Anne as a sexy,
intelligent and self-confident young woman with a deep religious belief, but what one
cannot argue with is Miranda Raison’s superb portrayal of Anne. Brenton gives us an
Anne that is genuinely in love with the king but is also firmly committed to the
Protestant cause and the Reformation. Raison is wonderful in conveying that real
passion for Henry and firm religious zeal. She is quite touching in her scenes with
Henry, fervent in her dealings with the reformer William Tyndale, and intense when
verbally jousting with Thomas Cromwell. Here Anne is a reckless political operator
who incurs the wrath of Thomas Wolsey and puts herself in danger by reading banned
religious tracts.

Here we should address the historical inaccuracies of Breton’s play. Firstly, if we
stick to the truth then we would have to disbar Shakespeare’s history plays. However,
Shakespeare wrote under a despotic regime, if he did not portray the Tudor dynasty in
a good light then he would not have lived long, perhaps modern playwrights, able to
write what they want, should seek to adhere more closely to the truth? Certainly
having Anne clandestinely meeting Tyndale in the woods was rather irritating.

The other major character is James who was played by James Garnon. James ponders
what to do about religion and draws inspiration from a copy of Tyndale’s New
Testament that he finds buried in a trunk, a legacy of Anne’s fervent promotion of
Protestantism. He looks to a future religious settlement and a new version of the Bible
while reflecting upon the past and the infamous figure of Anne Boleyn. James
presides over theological disputes at the Hampton Court Conference. Garnon plays
James as a short bisexual Scot of nervous tics and crude manners who is also a canny
political operator, but I was unfortunately reminded of a cross between Billy Connolly
and Captain Flash, Rick Mayall’s character in Blackadder II. Indeed, this hints at the
problem with this play, it is farcical. In fact, someone remarked that it was like ‘carry
on Anne Boleyn’. At the start of the play Anne addresses the audience and asks if they
want to see ‘it’. The ‘’it’ is of course her head and this provides the first ridiculous
moment of the evening when a comic head is brandished above the front row of the
groundlings. This continues when James becomes obsessed by Anne’s ghost and
cavorts about the stage in a homoerotic pantomine in the dead queen’s coronation
dress that desperatly seeks laughs rather than having any point.
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The other aspect that jarred was the modern speech. Breton’s characters sounded like
twenty-first century people rather than those from five hundred years ago. Comments
such as ‘don’t start’ barked out grated harshly on the ear. The ending is also an anticlimax. Anne’s downfall feels rushed and there is insufficient drama in her eventual,
ghostly meeting with James.

This play had its good parts and a strong performance by Raison and very solid
performances by John Dougall as Cromwell and Peter Hamilton Dyer as Tyndale. It
contained some good parts but also some weak moments and the overall impression
was of slight disappointment.

John Croxon.

Caledonia
Edinburgh International Festival
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
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My hopes were high for this new play by Alistair Beaton which made its international
debut at the Edinburgh International Festival. Caledonia tells the story of Scotland’s illfated attempt to establish a colony at the Isthmus of Panama at Darien with the aim of
controlling New World trade at the end of the seventeenth century. The failure of the
Darien colony ultimately led to the Union of 1707. It is a historical event which should
be better known.
Most of the Scottish population invested in a scheme projected by William Paterson to
establish a trading colony at Darien in 1695. Scots would build and control a road
connecting the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and their shipping. It seemed a sure-fire way
to enrich a country brought to its knees by famine and to establish a financially secure
future. But Paterson had not considered how hostile other European powers would be to
his scheme. The English and the Spanish both saw the new colony as a threat to their
growing New World empires and the Pope was not keen on having a Protestant nation in
a prominent position.
Beaton’s conceit is that those behind the Darien scheme were just like our modern
greedy bankers and politicians. There is some truth in this but the play’s continuous
focus on this aspect of the story does a grave disservice to the tragic history of the
venture. The almost constant rib-nudging and winking to the audience were ultimately
annoying. The effect was sometimes rather like being stuck at a Sunday lunch with
everyone expressing all the right (and by that I probably mean ‘left’ opinions) without
having any deeper knowledge or experience of the events being discussed. References to
current events did get cheers on the day but how well will this play work in five or ten
years’ time? The anti-English themes (all English people are simply awful, don’cha’
know? Except for that one who is half-Scottish) and portrayal of William III as an effete
ninny with capering courtiers (the Dutch are pretty awful too, and probably homosexuals
with it) were also grating and lazy. Yes, there were enemies to the Darien scheme but
their motivations were not purely to keep the plucky Scots down.
Part of the problem with this play is with its form. Was this a musical, a morality play, a
comedy-drama? I sat through it and I’m not quite sure. It was frustrating since there
really is a great historical story with epic qualities to be told about Darien. There is the
hope of a nation, the excitement of the journey, the horror of the realities of settling a
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tropical colony, and the despair of the ultimate failure of the venture. These were all
explored in Caledonia but without a knock-out punch.
Beaton’s attempt to make the Darien venture into a modern story does a disservice to its
rightful place as an important event in British history. Thankfully Professor Tom Devine
contributed an excellent essay to the programme. I hope everyone who came along to see
Caledonia bought a copy and has read it to get the real story and its real meaning.
There were some good moments of gentle comedy in the play such as when a quiet voice
asks ‘Were we ever mighty?’ when the rallying cry ‘Scotland will be mighty again!’ is
posited. The use of authentic seventeenth-century songs was a welcome addition. The
modern songs, however, left much to be desired. They featured uninspired rhymes and
dirge-like tunes. Some of the singing also seemed to be off-key when I saw the play at a
matinee.
My advice is to give this play a miss. If you want to know about the Darien tragedy in
fiction form read instead Douglas Galbraith’s excellent novel The Rising Sun which
follows the adventures of a clerk on the second wave of the settlement. There you will
find the true pathos of Scotland’s Icarus moment. For a brief non-fiction explanation of
Darien see William Ferguson’s essay in The Oxford Companion to Scottish History (Oxford:
OUP, 2007).
Darien artefacts can be found throughout Edinburgh. The ledger books recording
subscriptions to the venture are now in the National Library of Scotland. The chest used
to store the money is in the National Museum of Scotland and the cabinet which held the
ledger books is in the Scottish National Trust’s Gladstone’s Land in the Royal Mile.
KAREN BASTON
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The Way to Keep Him
Artifice Edinburgh Fringe Festival
Spotlites@The Merchants’ Hall

Arthur Murray’s The Way to Keep Him was written in 1760 for Garrick’s Theatre in Drury
Lane. It is a London-set comedy of manners about a young couple whose marriage needs
some attention if they are going to remain happily married. The story is a simple one
since this was originally a short play of three acts which was designed to finish an evening
at the theatre. Murray later expanded it to a full-length play but the original length proved
to be perfect for the Edinburgh fringe.
Here’s the story: Poor Mrs Lovemore cannot understand why Mr Lovemore is out all
hours enjoying London society with his friend Sir Brilliant Fashion. Why doesn’t he want
to stay in with her? Is the glamorous and accomplished widow Mrs Belmour to blame?
And why is Sir Fashion looking at her in that unacceptable way? If that’s not enough, her
cheeky maid seems to know more than she is letting on. Mrs Lovemore needs to take
action!
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The Way to Keep Him was acted with infectious charm by Artifice. Artifice is a young
company devoted to presenting Restoration and eighteenth-century plays in appropriate
settings, whether country houses or, in the case of the Fringe show, a period room, the
Edinburgh’s Merchant Hall. Artifice concentrates on the text and the acting. The
audience is encouraged to take part in the action – at one point we formed a jury – there
was no stage to separate us from the actors. It was as though we’d been invited to an
eighteenth-century drawing room and were witnessing events as they happened. It was a
pleasant experience and entirely appropriate to the Edinburgh Fringe ethos.
Artifice will travel. If you have or know of a historic setting for a classic play
performance

they

will

come

to

you.

Find

out

more

at

http://www.katenapier.eu/www.artifice.org.uk/Welcome.html. You can also follow
Artifice on Twitter at http://www/twitter.com/ArtificePlays.
Karen Baston
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ART EXHIBITION
Painting History: Delaroche and Lady Jane Grey
The National Gallery, London
This exhibition at the National Gallery re-assesses the career of the French artist Paul
Delaroche (1797-1856), with a selection of his paintings augmented by a number of
other works by some of his contemporaries. Paul Delaroche was born in Paris in 1797
and achieved international recognition during his lifetime as one of the most popular
French painters of the early-nineteenth century.
Delaroche painted some major (and large) works focusing upon English historical
themes and this exhibition examines how Delaroche and other nineteenth-century
French artists found dramatic subject matter in English history. It also explores the
impact of the theatre upon Delaroche’s work and features a number of his great
historical paintings, with two of his most famous, ‘The Execution of Lady Jane Grey’
and ‘Princes in the Tower’, displayed in this exhibition.

The Execution of Lady Jane Grey’(1833) by Paul Delaroche
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‘The Execution of Lady Jane Grey’ is one of the most popular paintings in the
National Gallery and despite the presence of a number of other major works it is this
iconic painting that dominates the exhibition. In this painting, she is guided towards
the execution block by Sir John Brydges, Lieutenant of the Tower. The straw on
which the block rests was intended to soak up the victim's blood. The executioner
stands impassive to the right and two ladies in attendance are shown grieving to the
left. What makes this painting particularly powerful is the pure white of her dress and
the way that the tragic queen gropes unseeing for the block. When the painting was
exhibited in Paris at the city's famous Salon in 1834, it caused a sensation and even
today it is still a hugely evocative work.

‘Princes in the Tower’ (1830) by Paul Delaroche
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‘Princes in the Tower’ is on loan from the Louvre and may be more familiar to
Londoners from the small copy in the Wallace Collection. I have always considered
this painting to be the worst kind of Victorian schmaltz (and I am quite a fan of
Victorian art), with the long luxuriant hair and the fearful expressions on young faces,
and the complete acceptance of the establishment’s version of history. Incidentally,
does anyone else think that the elder child in the painting is rather ugly? I was also
annoyed by the label accompanying the painting which read: ‘In August 1483, the
duke of Gloucester, later Richard III, gave the order for the murder of his nephews,
the Princes in the Tower’. For a start, by August 1483 Richard was already crowned
and of course there is absolutely no evidence that he ever gave such an order. Such
uncritical rehashing of old Tudor myths has largely died out nowadays so it was quite
a shock to see it here.
Further disappointing labelling was in evidence when the exhibition moved on to the
Civil War sections when the National Gallery appeared to display a lack of
understanding of English history, but if one disregards this, then one can acknowledge
the power of these major works.
Delaroche showed a keen interest in the themes of usurpation and martyrdom and was
perhaps more interested in the drama of historical events rather than in historical truth,
and this is evident in ‘Cromwell contemplating the body of Charles I’ where the artist
depicts a sombre Cromwell contemplating the corpse of his enemy, the executed
Charles, an event that only occurred in myth. There are further major works with a
Civil-War theme including ‘Strafford on his way to execution’, and a focus upon the
French Revolution with ‘Marie-Antionette before the Tribunal’.

Another large

painting depicts Charles I before his execution in 1649 which was damaged in a
bombing raid in 1941 and has only recently been restored, and part of the exhibition
highlights the shrapnel damage and the restoration work.
This is not a large exhibition but is well worth visiting. There are a number of major
works here with some really powerful pieces, but it is the painting of Jane Grey that is
the major work in the show and it dominates the exhibition.
John Croxon
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Guiding at the Georgian House: A New Experience
Doing a PhD is a good thing most days, but it’s also sometimes very lonely work,
especially when one is hundreds of miles from the Birkbeck Early Modern Society’s
events! So I decided to try something new and started room-guiding at the Georgian
House last June.
The Georgian House in Edinburgh is at 7 Charlotte Square in Edinburgh’s New Town.
It has an impressive front designed by Robert Adam in 1791. It is on the north side of
the square and is next door to the First Minister of Scotland’s residence at No. 5. The
Edinburgh Book Festival takes place in Charlotte Square itself each year and the West
Register Office (also designed by Adam) is on the west side of the square.

The Georgian House, No. 7 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh
(It’s the one with the blue bits)
(http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2049771) Image Copyright Stanley Howe. This
work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/2.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San
Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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The Georgian House was designed as a family home. Visitors can view rooms restored to
their Georgian era appearances including the kitchen and scullery, china cabinet, wine
cellar, dining room, ground floor bedroom, parlour, and drawing room. Two more
rooms are open which serve as a children’s activity room (dressing up, quill pens, and
objects to touch), and multi-purpose storage room (currently the Christmas shop!) which
have not been done in Georgian style. Before opening to the public in 1975, the
Georgian House served as a family residence, an antique dealer’s shop, and the residence
of the Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.
The Georgian House has been furnished as it would have been from the late-eighteenth
and early-nineteenth centuries. Room guides serve in the kitchen, dining room, bedroom,
drawing room, and parlour. Each room is furnished with an information binder for more
information but also has a short list of ‘Must Tells’ and ‘Should Tells’ for the guides. We
also have inventory lists of all the objects in each room so we can give more details when
people are curious to know more. But how much we say depends on the visitors. Some
like to read the information cards provided in each room without any interaction but
others will come in and say ‘So what’s this room, then? What do I need to know?’ Either
approach is fine! All visitors are encouraged to view a short film about the house and its
first residents which puts the building into its historical context and explains what New
Town life was like in the early-nineteenth century.
The Georgian House provides a New Town counterpoint to the Scottish National
Trust’s Old Town property at Gladstone’s Land (which I wrote about way back in
Bulletin Vol. 8: http://www.emintelligencer.org.uk/2008/10/26/autumn-2008-bulletinout-now/, pp. 7-8.).
Guiding at the Georgian House is a pleasant experience and has even provided some
humorous moments. Two of my favourites were the time two young visitors renamed
the medicine chest with its various poisonous substances the ‘assassination desk’ and the
time then an older lady visitor suggested that the receptacle for the gentleman’s pocket
watch which is part of the bedding might be a good place to keep condoms (Her
daughter seemed horrified but I thought this was hilarious!).
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Contrary to the stereotype that only retired people do historic house-guiding, all ages
guide at the Georgian House. From students working on Duke of Edinburgh awards, to
working people, to adult (ahem!) students, and, yes, retired folk, all are here. I look
forward to my shift each week and I hope to do room-guiding for a long time to come.
My only question to myself is why did I wait so long to try it?!
You can find out more about the Georgian house, including opening times and special
events, at http://www.nts.org.uk/Property/56/Details/#
KAREN BASTON
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Lecture
Material Cultures Conference
16-18 July 2010
The Centre for the History of the Book
University of Edinburgh
The Material Cultures conference was a three day international conference which was
excellent in the quality of the presentations and facilities. The main conference theme
was ‘Technology, Textuality, and Transmission’. The event attracted world renowned
scholars and was held in the elegant surroundings of the Old College of the University of
Edinburgh. The Playfair Library served as the central meeting place and was the setting
for a series of plenary lectures given by Roger Chartier, Peter Stallybrass, and Jerome
McGann as well as a roundtable discussion on the future of information technology.
There was a lot to choose from at this conference and I focussed on Early Modern and
Enlightenment themes. It would be impossible to report on all of the ten sessions of
three or four talks I attended. Most of them were informative, insightful, and stimulating
and I came away with a notebook full of notes to ponder. The talks covered topics from
printed trade cards to the reception of Shakespeare in Scotland, to a DNA study of
parchment. The full programme (as well as some abstracts and contact details for the
speakers)

for

the

conference

is

available

http://www.hss.ed.ac.uk/chb/MaterialCultures2010Programme.htm.

online
I

at
would

recommend that anyone who is interested should have a look at this since it gives a very
good indication of the variety of subjects covered at the conference.
Some key themes emerged in the talks I attended. First, how are books transmitted?
Second, how are books used in social relationships? And, third, what are the latest
developments in book history as found by recent projects? Book history is a lively and
multi-disciplinary subject which includes technological and social history and it offers
many opportunities to look at old questions in new ways while developing new theories.
Overall the conference demonstrated that book history and ways of thinking about
books – in print form as well as in new digital forms – are growing fields for study. It
would be a shame for concerns about academic funding to put an end to such a diverse
and important area of intellectual endeavour.
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However, for some reason the atmosphere at the conference was very odd. Why did
established academics seem set on ignoring early career researchers and students? Why
was it that those of us who weren’t delivering talks were dismissed once this was
established by our potential contacts at all levels? It wasn’t until the last day that little
tables appeared so that small groups could gather around them for coffee, tea, or lunch.
Before then the choice was to stand while trying to balance food and drink (and bags and
programmes) or to sit in the rows of seating which were also used for the plenary
lectures. Attending the event was a bit like being at a club where you were not a member.
(A very odd feeling for me since the event was held in my gaff, aka the Law School! But I
was able to give some lost looking people directions.) This ruined the enjoyment for
many of the attendees I spoke with and many of us decided to give the more social
aspects of the event – like the dinner and the whisky tasting – a miss since we didn’t feel
particularly welcome. (Mind you - this was students passing up on food we’d paid for as
part of our conference fee. Students!) I wonder if the ‘red badge’ organisation team might
have facilitated a more social feeling to the event by providing introductions. It can be
very difficult to introduce oneself to a big name academic you’ve been citing for years
and who is a world authority. I confess I did not have the courage to do so. This, of
course, is a personality fault of mine but I do feel that at a conference of this scale and
importance more could have been done to encourage interaction among the different
levels of academic attainment.
But I don’t want to make too much of this. Overall the conference was a good
expression of the state of book-history scholarship and was well worth attending.
KAREN BASTON
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FORTHCOMING SOCIETY EVENTS
Events 2010-2011

All events start at 6.30p.m. unless otherwise stated, and are followed by
refreshments and questions

20th October 2010: AGM 6.15 p.m.
Dr Marcus Dahl, ‘Shakespeare, Middleton and Macbeth, A Re-Analysis’ The Council
Rooms, Malet Street, 7.00 p.m.

18th November 2010: Dr Andy Hopper, ‘The Role of Treachery and Turncoats in
Shaping Military and Political Strategies During the Civil Wars’, Glore G01

9th December 2010: Prof. David Starkey ‘English Royal Ritual and the Reformation
in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries’, Room tbc. Followed by the Christmas
party

20th January 2011: Dr Frances Harris, ‘The Knot and the Pentacle: Sir Robert Moray
and His Anglo-Scottish Networks at the Stuart Courts’, Malet Street 538

17th February 2011: Dr Helen Pierce, ‘political Playing Cards and the Iconography of
Gambling During the English Restoration’, Clore 101

31st March 2011: Prof. William Doyle ‘Revolutionary Napoleon?’ Clore 101

28th April 2011: Dr Angela MacShane, ‘Material Cultures of Drinking: Materiality,
Identity and Social Practice in early Modern England’ Room TBC

20th May 2011: Dr Carmen Fracchia, ‘Slavery and Visuality in Imperial Spain: The
Miracle of the Black Leg’ Clore 101
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Dr Jenny Wormald, Subject and venue to be confirmed

For further information on membership and activities contact the secretary, Anne
Byrne: Membership is £5 for the year. Non-members may attend events at a cost of £3
each.

Intelligencer to Host History Carnival
The Birkbeck Early Modern Society’s website, The Birkbeck Early Modern
Intelligencer, will host the next History Carnival in November 2010.
The History Carnivals are something of a web institution and have been running since
2005. They are a chance to look back each month at the best history blog writing –
and give them some recognition.

If you’ve read something excellent on a history blog, there is an online nomination
form at http://historycarnival.org/carnival-nomination-form/. Alternatively you can
send an email to Karen Baston at emintelligencer@gmail.com. If you are sending an
email please include the title and full URL of the post you are nominating, and the
name of the blog. Please also put ‘History Carnival’ somewhere in the title of the
email. Nominations do not have to be limited to the early modern period and good
quality writing from any period of history will be considered.
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As the History Carnival puts it:
History is an enormously diverse field, and we aim for a wide range of
blogs and subjects to be represented. We welcome suitable nominations
from anyone with something interesting to say about history, ‘academic’
or ‘popular’: specialist topics, research, teaching, sources, debates and
controversies.
Posts consisting merely of links or quotes from other blogs are not usually
considered. Writing that engages with the past to discuss present issues
may be accepted, but should include significant historical content and
analysis. Factual accuracy and integrity in the use of sources are vitally
important.
All nominations are vetted by the host of the edition, whose decision is
final.
Please make any nominations on or before 30 October 2010. The History Carnival
will be posted on or near 1 November 2010.

To give you some ideas, this month’s History Carnival is at Notes from the Field
(http://katrinagulliver.posterous.com/29434368) or visit the History Carnival archive
at http://historycarnival.org/category/posted/.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
This section concerns those events staged by other societies which we feel might be of
interest to our membership.

The Rye Medieval Conference
Medieval Trade and Transport
16th October 2010

9.00 a.m.

Registration and coffee

9.30 a.m.

Opening address

9.45 a.m.

Alex Langlands: ‘Travel communication and the landscape
of early medieval Wessex

10.45 a.m.

Refreshments

11.00 a.m.

Dr David Pelteret: ‘Anglo-Saxon Travel – The Evidence of
the Migrating Manuscripts’

12.00 noon

Dr David Harrison: ‘Medieval Roads and Bridges’

13.00 p.m.

Lunch

14.00 p.m.

Robert Peberdy: ‘Early history of watermills and
mill-dams on the Thames’

15.00 p.m.

Dr Winifred Harwood: ‘Overland Trade of Southampton
1430-1540’

16.00 p.m.

Refreshments

16.15 p.m.

Dr John Hare: ‘Late Medieval Inns’

17.15 p.m.

Closing address
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Venice: Canaletto and his Rivals
The National Gallery, London
Telephone: 02077472885
13th October 2010 – 16th January 2011
The National Gallery has assembled some fifty major works by Canaletto and other
eighteenth-century artists presenting a variety of Venetian views. Major paintings by
Canaletto such as The Riva degli Schiavoni and Looking West are featured as well as
works by the artist’s nephew Bernado Bellotto and by Francesco Guardi and Michele
Marieschi.

The Battle of Worcester, 1651
Worcester
Telephone: 01684572925
Saturday, 23rd October 2010
Commemorative events concerning the Civil War battle of Worcester of 1651 won by
Parliamentary troops under the command of Oliver Cromwell.

Marble Hill Society
Guided Tours
Marble Hill House
Every Sunday at 2.00 p.m. and 3.15 p.m. during October – free entry

Eltham Palace
Medieval Guided Tours
6th October and 1st December 2010 at11.30 a.m. and 2.00 p.m. – free entry
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Late Medieval and Early Modern Italy
Thursdays, 5 pm, Various locations, see lectures for details

Convenors: Trevor Dean (Roehampton), Kate Lowe(Queen Mary), Serena Ferente
(KCL)
28th October 2010
Jill Moore (Birkbeck), Shoe repairs and stabbings: the daily life of a medieval Italian
inquisitor

Please note: this session takes place in G37

11th November 2010
Helena Sanson (Cambridge), Annibale Guasco’s ‘Ragionamento a Donna Lavinia sua
figliuola, della maniera del governarsi ella in corte’ (1586): A young lady-in-waiting
at the Savoy court in Turin
Please note: this session takes place in G32

25th November 2010
Abigail Brundin (Cambridge), On the convent threshold: poetry ‘nell’atto di
monacarsi’ in early modern Tuscany
Please note: this session takes place in the Pollard Room, IHR, 1st Floor

9th December 2010
Donal Cooper (Warwick), ‘Cosa nuova in que’ tempi’: Giotto’s Stigmatization of St.
Francis in the Louvre and its Pisan context
Please note: this session takes place in G37
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Society, Culture & Belief, 1500-1800
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Ecclesiastical History Room, Institute of
Historical Research

Convenors: Surekha Davies (Birkbeck College, London), Laura Gowing (King’s
College London), Kate Hodgkin (University of East London), and Michael Hunter
(Birkbeck College, London) The programme for the academic year 2010-11 is on the
theme of Global Connections
7th October 2010
Dr William Poole (New College, Oxford), The First Chinese in England? The Visit of
Shen Fuzong, 1687-88
21st October 2010
Prof. Claire Jowitt (Nottingham Trent University), The Culture of Renaissance Piracy:
the Case of Captain Mainwaring
4th November 2010
Dr John-Paul Ghobrial (Churchill College, Cambridge), Beggars, Charlatans, and
Informants: Eastern Christians in Europe and the Americas in the 17th century
18th November 2010
Prof. Maxine Berg (University of Warwick), The Knowledge of Manufactures:
Industrial Surveys in India during the 18th Century
2nd December 2010
Dr Pratik Chakrabarti (University of Kent), Globalization, Conquest and the Making
of European Medical Knowledge in the 18th Century
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EMPHASIS
(Early Modern Philosophy and History of Science Seminar)
2010-2011
Venue: Room 104 [1st Floor] Senate House, South Building, Malet Street,
London WC1E.
Time: Saturday, 2-4pm. Refreshments provided.

16th October 2010 Renaissance Natural History
Fabian Kraemer (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich and Max Planck Institute
for the History of Science in Berlin): ‘Ulisse Aldrovandi’s Twofold Pandechion:
Collecting Words and Images in Late Sixteenth-Century Natural History’.
Angela Fischel (Humboldt Universität, Berlin): ‘Connecting things, words and
images: Strategies of gaining and circulating knowledge in sixteenth-century natural
philosophy’.

6th November 2010
Catherine Wilson (University of Aberdeen)
‘“Vain Philosophy”: A 17th century Theme’.

4th December 2010 Rethinking Representation in Early Modern Natural
PhilosophyAlexander Wragge-Morley (HPS, University of Cambridge): ‘Force and
Signification in Natural History, 1650-1720'.
Florence Grant (Kings College, London): ‘Style and experiment in eighteenth-century
natural philosophy’.

8th January 2011
History and Natural Philosophy in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries:
Per Landgren (University of Gothenburg, Visiting scholar at Oxford): ‘Natural
History and the Aristotelian Concept of History’.
Dmitri Levitin (University of Cambridge): ‘Pious corpuscularians and idolatrous
Aristotle: Robert Boyle on the history of philosophy’
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5th February 2011
Soul and Intellect in the Seventeenth Century:
Michael Edwards (Jesus College, Cambridge): ‘Time and the passions of the soul’
Daniel Andersson (Oxford): ‘Intellectual virtues in late seventeenth-century England’.

5th March 2011
Penelope Gouk (University of Manchester): ‘Music and the emergence of
experimental science’.

16th April 2011 Occult Philosophy in the Renaissance
Didier Kahn (Sorbonne, Paris IV/CNRS) ‘Gerard Dorn and the pseudo-Paracelsian
tract Monarchia Triadis in unitate (1577)’
Jean Pierre Brach (École pratique des Hautes Études, Paris): ‘Currents and aspects of
Number Symbolism in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’.

7th May 2011
Anna Maria Roos (Oxford) ‘Spiderman: Dr. Martin Lister (1639-1712) and early
modern theories of insect vectors and disease’

4th June 2011
Hannah Dawson (University of Edinburgh)
Title tbc.

For the most up-to-date information on the seminar please consult the seminar
website:
http://ies.sas.ac.uk/events/seminars/Emphasis/index.htm

To be added to the EMPHASIS e-mailing list, please contact the organiser:
Dr Stephen Clucas: s.clucas@bbk.ac.uk
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RCA/V&A
History of Design and Material Culture
Research Seminars Autumn 2010
All seminars are held at 5.00 pm in Seminar Room A of the Research Department at
the Victoria and Albert Museum. Access to Seminar Room A is via the entrance to the
Research Department. To get there, go the top of the staircase decorated with ceramic
tiles that leads from the Asian Sculpture Galleries (Rooms 17-20) on the ground floor,
up past the Silver Gallery (Room 70a). Please allow at least five minutes to get to the
seminar room from the Museum entrances.
All those with a research interest in the field are welcome. Admission to the Museum
is free and the event itself is free of charge. Please contact Katrina Royall at 020 7942
2574 or k.royall@vam.ac.uk with any questions.

PROGRAMME

Thursday 14th October Nicole Rousmaniere
Sainsbury Institute for the Study of Japanese Art and Culture (SISJAC)
Vessels of Influence: Re-examining Chinese Ceramics in 14th-17th Japan and
their Meaning
Thursday 21st October Jonathan Spangler
Manchester Metropolitan University
Material Culture at the Guise ‘Court’: Tapestries, Beds and Expensive
Dollhouses as Expressions of Dynastic Pride and Piety in Seventeenth-Century
Paris

Thursday 28th October Angela McShane
RCA/V&A History of Design and Material Culture, V&A
Brimmers and Boozers: Materialities, Identities and Practices of Drinking in
Early Modern England
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Thursday 4th November Steve Edwards
Open University
‘The Ownership of the Image’ (Patents)

Thursday 11th November Craig Clunas
Oxford University
Materiality and Gender in Ming China

Thursday 18th November Helen Hills (please note: seminar starts at 5.30)
York University
The Matter of Miracles: the Treasury Chapel of San Gennaro in Baroque Naples

Thursday 25th November Marianne Eekhout
Leiden University
War, Material Culture and Local Memory in the Low Countries, 1566-1700

Thursday 2nd December Mathieu Arnoux
EHESS and Paris Université VII
European and Oriental Patterns of Iron Production from a Global Perspective
(12th-18th Centuries)

DISCOUNT FOR BIRKBECK EARLY MODERN SOCIETY MEMBERS
We have been advised that members of the Birkbeck Early Modern Society have been
offered a special twenty percent discount on a newly published book by Philip Major,
entitled ‘Literatures of Exile in the English Revolution and its Aftermath, 1640-1690
http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/9781409400066.

More information about this offer will be made available on the Society’s website.
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The 2010 Panizzi Lectures
London Booksites: Places of Printing and Publication before 1800
Professor James Raven
The British Library, Conference Centre
This series of lectures offers fresh perspectives on the early modern and eighteenthcentury book trade in England. London dominated this industry, but relatively little
has been known about the commercial environments in which books were published.
Using a range of new illustrative and topographical evidence, James Raven will
reconstruct the different communities of London printers, booksellers and their
associates, reassessing working practices and the changes brought to different
neighbourhoods.
Wednesday 27th October – 18.15 – 19.30
The first lecture examines the ancient book trade sites from Westminster, St Paul’s
Churchyard and London Bridge to Fleet Street and the emergent district of Little
Britain at the end of the 17th century. Many traditional locations, including
Paternoster Row, came to host new businesses and new social activities.
Wednesday 3rd November – 18:15-19.30
The second lecture will show how the transformation in publication capacity (from
the Strand to Cornhill) relates to different sites of production and to different ways of
making books public. Booksellers found new opportunities to alter shops and
operations, and the working environment brought new challenges and difficulties.
Wednesday 10th November – 18:15-19:30
The final lecture examines changing activities in both ancient and newly built parts of
London in the 18th century. The siting of bookshops and printing houses allowed
sharing and support; and trade was boosted by nearby markets and services. Increased
industry also brought fresh participants, not all of whom won approval.
No tickets will be available for the Panizzi lectures. The event is free and seats will be
allocated on a first come, first served basis.
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BOOK REVIEW
NON-FICTION BOOKS
I hope that many of you will send in your reviews of newly published books and the
occasional old book. The only criteria being that it deals with a subject within the
Early Modern period, roughly from the Renaissance (the middle of the fifteenth
century) through to the end of the Napoleonic Wars, and that the book is still in print.

John Croxon

Richard III: The House of York and their Supporters
by Pauline Harrison Pogmore
(Rosalba Press)
This is a fascinating book for anyone with an interest in the dynastic struggles of the
late-fifteenth century. Pauline Pogmore has collated a list of individuals who
supported the House of York in its struggle for the throne of England and has
provided us with a synopsis of each person.

The House of York dominated English history for a relatively short time and during
this period it was led by just three men: Richard, duke of York and two of his sons
Edward IV and Richard III.

These three people had many similarities yet were very different characters but who
nevertheless were each able to inspire great loyalty in their friends and followers.

This book contains brief biographies of the members of the House of York and many
of their followers; men from the south such as the Bouchiers, from the Marches like
the Herberts, from the east such as the Howards and many from the north such as the
Constables, the Conyers and the Huddlestons. The book also features major figures of
the age such as Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, and his brothers John Marquis
Montagu and George, bishop of Exeter.
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A whole range of late-fifteenth century people are revealed in these pages; nobles,
landowners, city councillors and churchmen all served the House of York during its
times in and out of power, and with these individuals one glimpses the human side of
the conflict, how people strove to serve the royal house in a number of varying ways.
The author gives us interesting facts detailing how individuals served under the
Yorkists in various ways such as Commissions of Array, Commissions of Peace and
Justices of Oyer and Terminer. The human cost of war is also revealed in short
passages such as how Henry Bouchier, earl of Essex, lost two sons in the wars.

The book also demonstrates that the Yorkists derived their support from all over the
country and although it is clearly true to say that Richard III was more popular in the
north than in the south it is wrong to say that he was disliked in southern England and
certainly there was no popular uprising against him.

This book can be read as a conventional history book or dipped into as a reference
work, either way, for all those interested in this period of English history this is a
welcome addition to an already vibrant area of study and the author has certainly
succeeded in giving an absorbing account of those individuals loyal to the House of
York.

John Croxon
The English Civil Wars 1640-1660
By Blair Worden
(London, 2009)

Blair Worden has effectively produced what may be described as a primer or short
introduction to the English Civil Wars. Although relatively short in page count, this
book scores in so many ways that its conciseness becomes an additional asset.
Professor Worden already has a reputation for writing erudite works, notably his
Roundhead Reputations, a beautifully written analysis of the shifts in public opinion
about the English Civil Wars over the last three hundred years. Now Professor
Worden has applied his writing skills to the ambitious task of introducing the English
Civil Wars in five simply written chapters: Origins; War; Regicide; Republic;
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Restoration. Important facts are seamlessly introduced and explained. The overall
impression is that of a carefully guided introductory course in the events of the 1640s
and 1650s. This book contains two useful appendices: readers new to the Civil War
period would do well to make use of the timeline of major events and those interested
in further reading will be interested in the short bibliographic essay that is included.

My personal recommendation for further reading is John Adair, By the Sword
Divided: Eyewitness Accounts of the English Civil War, (Sparkford, 2001), 240pp. In
any historical research project, nothing compares to reading primary sources. What
we have here is a halfway house between secondary and primary sources: an
introduction followed by the sources themselves, completed by a summary that
defines the broad limits of the topic at hand whilst allowing the reader to draw their
own conclusions. This, if you’re a beginner in English Civil War studies, is just what
you need.

Robin Rowles

Memoires of the Royal Navy 1690
By Samuel Pepys
(New Edition, Barnsley, 2010)

As everybody knows, Samuel Pepys’s famous Diaries written in the 1660s were never
intended for publication and were only published posthumously in the nineteenth
century. What may be less well known is that in 1690 Pepys wrote and published the
above work. It was Pepys account of his years at the Naval Office. By the 1690s,
Pepys had retired from public service and like many a public figure today, rushed to
get his perspective of events into print. As naval historian J.C. Davis* points out in his
introductory essay, when reading Pepys’s Memoires it is important to remember that
Pepys the administrator was also Pepys the politician. Once this fact is taken on board
it adds an extra spice to his assertion, backed by evidence, that the Admiralty
Commission of 1679-84 was negligent and allowed the fleet to fall into disrepair. The
‘evidence’ that Pepys cites was statistical in nature and like all statistics could be
interpreted a number of different ways. This new edition is a facsimile of the 1906
edition, which, it is stated, was a direct copy from the 1690 edition, although the new
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edition is supplemented with several black & white illustrations. *J.C. Davis is author
of Pepys’s Navy: Ships, Men & Warfare 1649-1689, (Barnsley, 2008), 320pp.

For another viewpoint of the latter-seventeenth-century Royal Navy, see N.A.M.
Rodger, The Command of the Ocean: A Naval History of Britain, 1649-1815,
(London, 2006), 907pp. Professor Rodger’s magisterial history of the Royal Navy is
necessarily detailed, very long but overall a cracking survey in three volumes from the
earliest days to the present day. Command of the Ocean is actually the second volume
of the trilogy. Students of Samuel Pepys wishing to fill out their background
knowledge of the navy during his life may content themselves with the first ten
chapters.

Robin Rowles
The Secret History of Georgian London:
How the Wages of Sin Shaped the Capital
By Dan Cruickshank
(Random House Books)

Georgian London evokes images of elegant buildings, fine art, refined manners and
spa towns but it was also a city where prostitution was rife and some tens of
thousands of people were dependent upon the sex industry. Indeed, vice was an
extremely powerful force in Georgian London and Dan Cruichshank demonstrates
how the wealth generated from it came to affect almost every aspect of life in the
capital.

The author explains how the sex trade in the late-eighteenth century was the ultimate
service industry that generated a quite simply staggering estimated gross turnover of
around £20M per annum, financing the development of whole sections of the city, so
that much of Georgian London was built on the wages of sin. The sex industry was so
widespread that it was estimated that in London one woman in five was involved in
some manner with the sex trade and that the trade was so lucrative that many were
able to pay huge sums to rent houses, thereby bolstering the wider economy of the
city.
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The author adopts a wide-ranging and ambitious approach, examining the nature of
the sex trade and the people involved with it. He surveys the ways in which it shaped
the building of Georgian London, analysing the splendid new streets that sprung up
around Mayfair, Marylebone and Bloomsbury to the squalid alleys around Charing
Cross and St Giles, and exploring the coffee houses from where many prostitutes
operated to the bath houses and bagnios. Cruickshank cites various buildings that
were notable for their links to the sex trade, such as The Turk’s Head in Gerrard Street
in Soho; a purpose-built Georgian tavern where Sir Joshua Reynolds would meet
many of the harlots whose bodies inspired his art. Another was Seymour Place in
Marylebone where women would stand naked at the windows and ‘executing all
manner of indecent movements and postures’. At Number 17, Goodge Street lived
Miss Johnson who was noted for ‘loins’ of such ‘elasticity’ that she could ‘cast her
lover to a pleasing height and receive him again with utmost dexterity’.

Cruichshank looks at the impact of prostitution upon the arts, how major artists such
as Hogarth, Reynolds and Romney depicted the sex trade, and he reveals how writers
such as Richard Steele, James Boswell and Samuel Johnson wrote about vice.

The author conjures up colourful figures of the age, such as the politician and political
activist Henry Wilkes, the leader of the Hellfire Club Sir Francis Dashwood, and Dr
James Graham who opened the ‘Temple of Health’ in the Adelphi Terrace off the
Strand. He also gives us memorable portraits of women who were involved such as
the vivacious Sally Salisbury who was imprisoned for stabbing her lover in a drug
induced fit of anger, Lavinia Fenton who married a member of the nobility and
became duchess of Bolton, Emma Hart who as Emma Hamilton became Nelson’s
mistress, and Moll King, both a criminal and a businesswoman who at one time ran a
famous coffee house in Convent Garden with her husband Tom King.

Cruickshank draws upon memoirs, newspaper reports and court records to present a
vivid portrait of the age and delves deep into the archives to reveal secrets of the then
omnipresent sex trade. The sex trade not only helped fund the construction of the
capital but it created a newly prosperous sub-division of society, made up of wealthy
brothel-keepers, prosperous pimps and highly-paid courtesans who could afford to
occupy fine houses in the newly built fashionable areas such as Marylebone.
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Dan Cruickshank is a marvellous broadcaster and writer who manages to evoke
beautiful imagery and wonderful facts and anecdotes from whatever subject and from
whichever era he studies. Here he paints a vivid and compelling picture of Georgian
London as a bustling, vibrant city, successfully detailing individual stories equally
well as the grand picture, exploring the squalidness and the beauty of life in the
capital in a fascinating, absorbing and thought-provoking exploration of London some
two hundred years ago.

John Croxon

1700: Scenes from London Life
By Maureen Waller,
(London, 2000)
Scenes from London Life is one of those remarkable books where extraordinary facts
leap off the page into the reader’s brain but without any sense of effort or lecturing. It
has little analytical narrative as such, just a straightforward simple laying out of
information over sixteen chapters ranging from ‘Marriage’, diverting through ‘Coffee
Houses, Clubs, Alehouses and Taverns’ through to ‘Crime and Punishment’. In
structure and format it’s very similar to Liza Picard’s series of books about London
from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries: Elizabeth’s London; Restoration
London; Doctor Johnson’s London; Victorian London. What we have here is a
miniature encyclopedia about the minutia of London in the 1700s, which also serves
to fill the gap between the London of the Restoration and that of Doctor Johnson.

If you liked this why not try: Peter Earle, A City Full of People: Men and Women of
London 1650-1750, (London, 1994), 321pp. Peter Earle’s survey of Londoners takes
in the century that began just after the end of the English Civil War and ended during
the reign of George II. During this time, London evolved from a relatively small city
to one of the largest and most populated in Europe. Regrettably, this title appears to be
out of print but at time of writing (September 2010) second-hand copies were
available at www.amazon.co.uk and well worth hunting down.

Robin Rowles
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FICTION BOOKS

The criteria for fiction books is the same as that for non-fiction book reviews; that it
deals with a subject within the Early Modern period, roughly from the Renaissance
(the middle of the fifteenth century) through to the end of the Napoleonic Wars, and
that the book is still in print.

John Croxon

The White Queen
By Phillippa Gregory
(Simon and Schuster)
Oh dear, oh dear. This is a really dreadful book. In the past, most notably with ‘The
Other Bolyen Girl’ and ‘The Boleyn Inheritence’, Phillippa Gregory has managed to
successfully evoke the atmosphere of Tudor times whilst simultaneously creating a
novel of high interest, great drama and readability. Here she has produced a poorly
written, embarrassing, and frankly ridiculous novel.

The story of Edward IV’s relationship with Elizabeth Woodville is told in the first
person by Elizabeth, and as well as the allusion to the white rose of York, one can
perhaps detect in the title Gregory’s Elizabeth, a white queen of the chess board,
powerful, scheming and ruthless.

The action begins with a widowed Elizabeth, her Lancastrian husband killed by the
victorious Yorkists, determined not to be a downtrodden woman but to regain her
fortune by becoming her own advocate. She stands by the side of the road with her
two young sons waiting for the new young king, Edward IV, and when he rides by she
accosts him and makes him stop. The sexual chemistry between them is evident
almost immediately: ‘Our eyes meet and I can think of nothing to say to him’ and ’he
must hear my gasp. The colour rushes back into my face so that my cheeks are
burning hot. “Yes”, I stammer “T ... Tomorow”’. At times the novel descends into
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Mills and Boon territory: ‘My own heart is thudding so loud and I am so ready for his
touch that I start to think I could lie with him , just once, I could allow myself this
pleasure just once... but then I move away and say, “No. No. No.” Then a few lines
later, ‘His weight is on me, he is pushing me down, I turn my head away but his mouth
is on my neck, my breast, I am panting with desire...’. These are just a fraction of the
instances of romantic drivel that gush from the book in a sickly fountain of inane
slush.
Another huge problem with this book is the mythical allusions. Much is made of the
tradition that Elizabeth and her mother were descended from the water goddess
Methusina. Elizabeth conjours up a gold ring from the water which she uses when she
weds the king and then later, Elizabeth and her mother use magic to blow off-course
the ships taking the earl of Warwick and George, duke of Clarence to France. The
historian Ian Mortimer who has just published historical fiction has suggested that in
this context that there is nothing wrong with telling lies, and I have no problem with
inventing dialogue and scenes in order to move on the action or to assist a plot, but
writers of historical fiction have a duty to adhere to what actually happened as much
as possible and the imagined events portrayed in this novel render it ridiculous.

At other times it is simply poorly written. Within the space of one page three
paragraphs begin with ‘I shrug’. At times I had to re-read a passage because it was so
poorly constructed.

There are also occasions when events that occur years later are presented in a type of
vision or as a premonition as when at Barnet Edward sees his younger brother,
Richard, alone on a battlefield, without him, turning to face a charge without a
friend...’ in a clear reference to Bosworth. And again, Edward’s and Elizabeth’s eldest
daughter Elizabeth states that “one day I shall be queen of England like my mother”
and of course she later married Henry Tudor and became queen. The book is littered
with these instances.

The author does sometimes reflect what actually happened as in her description of
how over the years Elizabeth manages to positions herself and her family at the centre
of power. Family members are ennobled and are given lucrative positions and she
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arranges a number of advantageous marriages into wealthy and noble families; her
young brother is married to the wealthy but aged duchess of Norfolk, her son Thomas
Grey (from her previous marriage) is married to the heiress Anne Holland, and this
continues until ‘by the end of this long process of marriage and ennoblement no man
can live in England without encountering one of my family’... ‘we are everywhere’.

After the death of Edward IV, Elizabeth’s schemes unravel and she flees into
sanctuary. In a new slant upon an old Tudor myth, the author has Elizabeth put a curse
on the new king, Richard III, which makes his arm wither and become useless.
However, she continues to plot and scheme and willingly sacrifices a young pageboy
in order to safeguard her family. She then comes to terms with her brother-in-law and
seems content for eldest daughter Elizabeth to marry Richard. The story ends on the
eve of Bosworth, with the future uncertain.

It is hard to describe just how bad this book is which is a great shame as the author
has proved in past books that she is well able to produce really good historical fiction.
At certain times when reading this book I actually laughed out loud because it was so
awful. A follow-up to this book has just been published and a prequel will appear next
year and there are rumours that the three books will become the basis for a television
series. Whilst historical fiction is always welcome, in its own right and as an
introduction to history itself, poorly-written, puerile fantasy is not, and unfortunately
this is exactly what Phillippa Gregory has produced with this novel. I for one have
absolutely no desire to read the other books in this series.
John Croxon.
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THE AUTUMN QUIZ
1.

Which battle was fought on the 2nd February 1461?

2.

Which powerful nobleman was wounded at the battle of Ferrybridge on the
28th March 1461?

3.

In 1464, which was the first English castle to fall to gunpowder artillery?

4.

Which scholar, physician and President of the College of Physicians was born
in Norwich on the 6th October 1510?

5.

The Battle of Sampford Courtney in 1549 was part of which rebellion?

6.

Which ‘Boy’ met his death at Marston Moor?

7.

Which coastal town in Dorset was besieged between the 9th and the 27th
February 1645?

8.

How did Sir Arthur Aston, Governor of Drogheda, die?

9.

How did the royalist officer Sir George Lisle die in 1648?

10.

Which great scientist and president of the Royal Society was knighted on the
16th April 1705?

11.

What was ‘Harris’s List of Covent Garden Ladies?

12.

Who wrote the play ‘The Mohocks’ in 1722?

13.

What did Bernard Mandeville argue for in ‘A Modest Defence of Publick
Stews’ in 1724?

14.

What was the subject of the book ‘Pretty Doings in a Protestant Nation’
published in 1734?

15.

Which artist painted ‘Morning’ in 1738?

16.

What did Maria Theresa become on the 20th October 1740?

17.

Which lawyer, diarist and biographer was born in Edinburgh on the 29th
October 1740?

18.

Which radical political weekly was first published on the 5th June 1762?

19.

What killed over 22,000 people in Barbados on the 10th October 1780?

20.

Which artist painted ‘Bacchante’ in 1784?

Answers on the following page
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ANSWERS TO THE AUTUMN QUIZ
1.

Mortimers Cross

2.

Richard Neville, the earl of Warwick

3.

Bamburgh Castle fell to the Yorkists

4.

John Keys (later changed his surname to Caius)

5.

The Prayer Book Rebellion

6.

Prince Rupert’s dog

7.

Weymouth

8.

He had his brains beaten out with his own wooden leg

9.

He was executed by firing squad in Colchester

10.

Isaac Newton

11.

A directory of London prostitutes

12.

John Gay

13.

State regulation of the sex industry

14.

‘A view of the Present State of Fornication, Whorecraft and Adulteration in
Great Britain’

15.

William Hogarth

16.

Archduchess of Austria and Queen of Hungry and Bohemia

17.

James Boswell

18.

The North Briton

19.

A hurricane

20.

Sir Joshua Reynolds
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